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Musical offices are part of Pacific's "master plan"
KRISTEN HUTMACHER
Staff Writer

Last Monday, residents of
the first floor, east wing, of
South West Dormitory were
informed they would not be
allowed to keep their same
rooms for next year. The rea
son being that offices from the
Humanities
"department"
would be moving into those
rooms next semester.
The entire section of rooms
where the front desk and TV
lounge are now will be offices
for the English, Philosophy
and Classics departments.
The front door of the residence
hall will then be the door fac
ing the old computer lab. This
move is apparently all part of
the University's master plan.
Most of the departments in
the
Humanities—Art,
Classics,
English,
Film
Studies, Modern Languages,
Philosophy, Religious Studies,
and Theater Arts—are moving
around, according to this mas
ter plan. Unfortunately, the
master plan is still in presenta
tion form and has not made it
hrto the Library's Special

Collections, according to
University Archivist Don
Walker. Dr. Camfield, an
Associate Professor in the
English department said this
is part of what is being called
the Humanities Initiative,
which is looking for a place for
classrooms and offices. He
said there is a "possibility of a
Humanities dorm."
Dr. Camfield also said Dean
Benedetti
and
Provost
Gilbertson had been closely
working on this initiative, but
neither were available for an
interview.
Tentatively some of the
switches are rumored that
English and Philosophy will
move
to
Southwest;
Communication will move to
Knoles;
and
University
Relations to Hand Hall.
Residents of South West
weren't
too particularly
thrilled about- this news.
"This is our space," Heather
Rogoff said.
Ken Dolittle, a resident,
said, "We act differently when
we're in class from when
we're home. We shouldn't
have to worry about whether
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When renovations are done, these South West residents may be in for quite a shock.

or not we're disturbing faculty
in their offices when we're
going about our business."
He added that since these
rooms were obviously going
to be fixed up, the other rooms
in South West should also
receive some sort of renova
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Editor's Note: Because the
University Master Plan has
not been viewed by this
reporter, everything has been
labeled tentative for the pre
sent. More information will be
printed as it becomes avail
able.

Pacific students go to Big West
ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor
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tion.
Apparently Ritter House is
getting a face-lift—painting
the rooms, new furniture,
etc.—and will be open in the
fall, partly to handle the run
off of at least twenty displaced
students by this move.

Both the Men's and
Women's basketball teams
here at Pacific are participat
ing in the Big West
Tournament
in
Reno,
Nevada. The Women's bas
9B ketball team began play yes
terday against Idaho at 8:30
p.m. Today starting prompt
imlf s ly at 2:30 p.m., the Men's
7' .
HH team will take on New
Mexico St.
Students

well as supporters of the
Pacific community have
been encouraged to go.
Three members of The
Pacifican will be attending
the tournament to report the
event.
Sports Editor for The
Pacifican C. Colton on this
year's teams going to the
tournament believes that "it
is a long shot for either of the
two teams to go all the way,
but if both teams play well,
they just might do it."
While the actual tourna

ment begins today, many
students aren't leaving until
tomorrow afternoon after
classes.
However, there
were many that left yester
day and some that are leav
ing this afternoon.
Members of the cheerleading squad and pep band
left as early as yesterday
afternoon. Said Cheerleader
Megan Heinreich, "I am
excited to go. This is my
second time and 1 think the
Tigers will do fairly well."

See Big West, wge 3
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Partly Cloudy
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in History

March 4,1681 The charter granting
Pennsylvania is signed b)
King Charles II
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BURGLARY

Loss
Wallet

Where
Lot #7 (behind fraternities)
THEFT

Loss
Backpack & contents
Bicycle
Bicycle
Bicycle
Tools from Phy. Plant cart
Bicycle wheel

Where
rT
Elbert Covefl Dining Hall
Elbert Covell Dining Hall
Phi Delta Chi
Khoury Hall
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Shorter textbooks a trend nationally
The Stanford Daily (Stanford U.)

\

If textbooks are getting shorter, the trend
has not reached Stanford. While scholars at
v other universities are reportedly feeling
% |• increasing pressure from publishers to down
s'»
thgjj WOrk, faculty authors of the text
books for some of Stanford's most popular undergraduate
classes have not felt the pinch.
According to a recent report in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, university presses are demanding that professors
make academic books shorter. Authors that have trouble
meeting these limitations are often given an ultimatum: pare
down the work or find another publisher. "Books twenty
years ago were often too big," explained Economics Prof.
John Taylor, author of the textbook for Stanford's Economics
1 course. 'Today, there is a tendency to water down textbooks
a little bit; shorter is sometimes viewed as easier for the stu
dent," he said. However, Taylor added, "I haven't heard of
shorter books having a better chance of being published. But
I've never had problems with exceeding length limits. With
me, it is frequently the other way around - the publishers
think of more things that they want to include, and they want
the book longer."
"Reviewers always want books shorter," said Computer
Science Prof. Eric Roberts, who wrote the textbook used for
Computer Science 106A and 106B. "It's what I always tell
people who are thinking of writing a book; the publishers
will say, 'Add A, B, and C and make it shorter.'" However,
Roberts said that he has seen no evidence of increased pres
sure to shorten books. "I haven't published within the last
two years, but I have no data to confirm it," he said.
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In the fight against a worldwide plasma shortage,
Alpha Therapeutic in Stockton is hereto meet the
demand. Your lifesaving blood plasma can
ensure that products are available to hospitals and
medical facilities around the world. By donating
with Alpha, you can help save the lives of
many while you earn up to $145.00/month
or more by using our buddy referral system.

NBOHUS TICKCEL

Ea.rn iis.QO.casfi for every qualifying
friend you bring,in. Students present.
thi§ aa along with your student ID ^nd
receive a $5.00 bonus on your first visit.
(You must qualify to donate.)
Alpha Therapeutic
Plasma Donation Center
429 E. March Ln. #F
Stockton, CA 95204
(209)477-8632

Center Hours:
Mon-Fri 8:00 - 4:00
Sat 9:00 - 3:00

New Donors Accept- •
Mon-Fri 8:00 -3.00

Sat 9:00-2.00

allow 2 1/2
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Special election to be held to restructure ASUOP
Senate votes to freeze guaranteed" Pacifican funds until budget is presented officially.
This makes it enough to
place it on the ballot in a
future special election. The
At the ASUOP Senate number of signatures was
Meeting on March 2, two higher than the number of
main issues the Senators dis votes anybody received in last
cussed was the revolutionary year's ASUOP election.
inititave and the Pacifican. A
The Constitution that was
notion which passed against last ratified by students calls
the recommendation of the for this special election to be
Treasurer Loung Ngyuen was held two-weeks from the time
made to freeze the funds of the petition has been turned
The Pacifican because the in.
Senate was informed that The
However, at the Senator
Pacifican wasn't
coming meeting on Tuesday, a motion
before
the
was made to
Finance Board
invalidate the
and that they "We CO/7 tear Up this student initiDOUG HINKLE
Asst. News Editor

document (initiative) tavf

ing the ASUOP
According
logo in the if we don't think it's to
ASUOP
paper
Attorney
valid."
The Pacifican s
General Brian
reason for this
Salazar, "We
- ASUOP Attorney can tear up
was any bud
getary figures
this
docu
General Brian
wouldn't
be
ment if we
Salazar
accurate if pre
don't think
sented at the MM
it's valid."
time that finance board
However, the motion failed
requested.
4-5-0.
On February 26 the revolu
tionary petition which would
The petetion which passed
restructure only the govern would mean the election
mental portion of ASUOP was would be held right after
turned in with 370 signatures. spring break.

Big West

Continued bom page !
eP

Band keyboarder Alex
Aewburgh,
a
junior,
claimed, "I'm hoping

they will do really well and
ma, we, the pep
pcp band, will
that
be there supporting them."
Students leaving today
may miss the Tigers play if

OOP's n
hvely pep band performed during Tuesday's pep rally.

ASUOP has made it known
that they would ideally like to
hold the elections at the same
time as the Presidential and
Senatorial elections which are
scheduled for the end of
March.
Tim Burridge one of the
authors of the petition said
that the revolution has played
by the rules and so should the
government.
"The Constitution says that
it's two weeks, and no person
or group of people in the gov
ernment have the right to
invalidate a student validated
constitution," said Burridge.
ASUOP President Russell
Marzette and Vice-President
Dare King expressed their
belief that if the inititave suc
ceed clubs, and any non-con
stituent groups might not get
their money.
"The whole club funding
issue would go through the
same process, but this year,
the Presidents of the schools
and any non-constituent
group would make the deci
sions rather than the Senate.
UCC, United Cultural
Caucus would still get an
opportunity to get money
along with all other non-conthey are both knocked out
of the first round. Ryan
Banta, a senior business
major, was optimistic,
though. "I think the Men's
team will make it to the
championship game."
Pacific President DeRosa
is also very enthusiastic
about this weekend's tour
nament.
"I am very pleased that
both teams had successful
seasons," said DeRosa. "It
was a long regular season
and it ended well." Dr.
DeRosa hopes to attend the
tournament.
The tournament will be
held at the Lawlor Events
Center on the University of
Nevada at Reno's campus.
The Championship game
will be held on Saturday
and will be televised on
ESPN at 9:30 p.m. Pacific
Standard Time.
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ASUOP convening to discuss student policy and the "petition."
stituent school groups,"
said Burridge.
As to what guarantees the
revolution gives to groups,
Tun Burridge said "the guar
antees will come from their
Presidents, all the initiative
does is it gives the power to
the constituent schools and
groups like UCC, and RHA,
the Presidents know what
their needs are. The primary
function of ASUOP is to fund
organizations, we're going to
fulfill the primary purpose, it
will just make it less waste

ful."
In a letter to the editor
which can be seen at the
Pacifican's website and to be
published in next week's
issue written by the revolu
tionaries they make the point
that the only thing that is
being dissolved or restruc
tured is the government por
tion of the organization.
As Burridge pointed out ,
the time has come to be hum
ble and realize that under
graduates cannot by themSee ASUOP, page 4

Bacific StateBank
YOUR BANK FOR YOUR FUTURE

UOP STUDENT CHECKING
ACCOUNT - $3.00 per month
Stop by one of our offices to discuss
Credit Cards
Savings Accounts
Altavllle
Columbia

Stockton

736-4655
536-5900
943-7400

Arnold
Groveland
Tracy

http://www.pacificsLatehank.ccini
pacslat c<ct aol.com
Member
FDIC

795-1897
962-4305
839-272H
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ASUOP.
Continued from page 3

selves efficiently run a hun
dred thousand dollar organi
zation.
Even if there were students
who were qualified to be in
charge, the student body
doesn't have the time, nor the
inclination to figure out
which candidate is better
qualified.
Under the "board of direc
tors" model, the CEO would
have to submit a resume, to
run for President simply
requires a minimum G.P.A.
Ed. Note: ASUOP meets
every Tuesday night at 7pm
in the McCafrey Center.

Correction
There needs to be a
correction made in
regards to last week's
edition of The Pacifican.
In the article reporting
on the counterfeit bill
being passed, the correct
day that the bill was
passed was Thursday,
not Saturday.
It is the policy of The
Pacifican to report events
correctly and to
acknowledge any
mistakes made.

ve a hot news tip for The Pacifican
Call Alex Zamansky at 946-2115
or email him at

news@thepacifican.com

www.ftb.ca.gov
or

1-800-852-5711

SARAH CLASS
JPINION EDITOR
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Quote of the
Week

SONS
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"In the common
people there is
no wisdom, no
penetration, no
power of
judgement

How many
students said
they were going
to be here?

— Cicero
For student views on
the Editorial topic, see
Question of the Week
on page 6

Spirit is a thing of the past for Tigers
women's basketball game
last Thursday became the
target, because of an essay
contest
for
Women's
Business Night, with the
stipulation that winners
must be present to win. On
top of all of this, flyers went
out promoting this stunt.
When it appeared that
many of the Greek organiza
tions on campus, along with
many Pacific athletes, were
going to rally to the cause, it
seemed as if all hope was
lost for Mr. Colton's hair.
Then came the night we
had all been waiting for:
students flocked to the
Spanos Center, intent on
shaving
the
dome.
Unfortunately, the game
hree Weekg ago c could only muster 358 stu
all th mac*e a challenge to dents, with only two Greek
pacj,. e students here at houses making a noticeable
his i1C'
vowed to shave showing. Within the crowd
if
st,,J
there were 500 there was a group of Tri
nts
at
sPorf
tending any Delts, and a few Pikes, but
In
event
nien' ^
outside of no other Greek house could
s
basketball.
The manage to make a showing.
The number 358 repre
sents a variety of different
things. Some of these can be
construed as sad, poor,
Weak, pathetic, and most
lmportantly, disappointing.
Many readers probably
or't know what the previ°us Paragraph is referring
0 There are likely only a
"andful, say 358, that would
°w- Coincidentally or
"°t, this was the student
attendance at the women's
asketball
game
on
ebruary 25. For those of
U ,Vv^° don't understand,
Jthnue reading, for this
0r
all ial is directed specifiof tlo1^ y°U/ because
|a . ® Pathetic showing at
hursday's game.

It is not too late for our
school spirit. We can still
shave C. Colton's head, but
that means that 500 stu
dents must show at some
other sporting event this
semester. This was by far
and away our best shot, and
Pacific students choked.
Much like the San Diego
Padres, or the Atlanta
Falcons, Pacific students
blew their chance when it
counted the most.
It is the dream of this
paper and the entire staff to
see Mr. Colton without hair.
It is the dream of this staff
that Mr. Colton be com
pletely bald before May, and
that we may see his head
gleaming in the sun. Please,
don't let our dream die.
If you were at the game,
and have friends that
should have been at this
game, get them to a game. If
you have to hit them over
the head and drag them, so
be it. We all have a price to
What's i

pay, and hopefully C.
Colton's is his hair.
It is a sad commentary on
just how low school spirit is
here at Pacific that we could
not muster 500 random stu
dents, and we could only
manage to get two Greek
houses on campus to attend.
I thought Greeks were sup
posed to be renowned for
their participation in cam
pus events. Well, this was a
campus event, and most
everybody struck out. To
the ladies of Tri Delta, the
Men of Pike, and the stu
dents who did show, you
deserve congratulations.
For those of you who failed
to attend, put down the beer
bottle, take a study break,
walk your lazy butts over to
the Spanos Center, and let's
shave C.'s head. Also, the
next time students attend an
event, can we at least stay
for the second half, no mat
ter if C.'s head is shaved or
not?

Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
? a telephone number.
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The Padflam finmaity assisted
by the students cf UOP
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V/MN ON
OPINION
What does the ASUOP
Question of the week
revolution mean to you?
The

PAarrr.1,

COMPILED BY JOE DEVERA

Dear Editor,

assure that when tuition is team?" and, "Who are the 'rev
raised, the football program is olutionaries' that we will
ASUOP is a student organi cut or reinstated, or Tommy the entrust with so much money
zation that was formed in 1971 Tiger is lynched, the student with no constitutional guaran
to ensure that students would body not only know what is tee that they will spend it wise
be guaranteed representation, going on, but they also know ly?"
funding, and programming. that their opinions are heard.
Another point proposed by
Each student that is enrolled in This is also displayed through Initiative A is that the transition
at least 9 units pays a sort of the open forums that ASUOP team will eventually (when?)
"tax" into the ASUOP pot that arranges, where you as stu form an "incorporated" stu
funds the organization and all dents are given the opportunity dent government led by con
the activities it supports.
to speak and be heard on issues stituent school presidents.
What does that mean to that affect or trouble you.
What does this mean? It means
you? Your tax dollars fund pro
All the services, programs, no representation for Greek
grams such as ski trips, trips to funding, and representation
Council, no representation for
Phantom of the Opera and described above are guaran the United Cultural Council,
other plays, Diversity Week, teed to you by the ASUOP con and no representation for the
Tuesday
World
Forum, stitution. Just like the United Residence Hall Association. It
Anderson Y, intramural and States Constitution protects also means that our student
club sports. ASUOP brings in your rights as tax-paying citi government will hire all gov
well renown guest speakers zens, our student constitution ernment officials instead of
such as Nikki Giovanni, puts protect your rights.
allowing and trusting the stu
on concerts every Thursday at
Many of you may have dent body to elect them.
noon, and provides free movies heard of the "Revolution" that
E)o not be fooled. Dissolving
in the McCaffrey Center.
some students are proposing.
ASUOP does not mean that
ASUOP also funds widely
There has even been a peti you do not pay the ASUOP fee.
used services such as Tiger's tion signed by 300 students No, you still pay your taxes;
Grocery, the ANNEX, and submitted to ASUOP. What you just no longer have any
KPAC, the student radio sta many students do not under guarantee that you will see any
tion that employs over 50 DJs. stand is what the petition is of it returned to your school,
Besides providing campus actually proposing.
club, or yourself. Abolishing
wide programs such as these,
What, exactly, is the petition, the constitution will also mean
ASUOP also guarantees a cer now called "Initiative A," no guaranteed funding for the
tain amount of funding for proposing? Initiative A will dis Pacifican, or for campus-wide
each constituent school and its solve ASUOP as it is now. All programming.
clubs to allocate as they see fit. officers, both elected and
Basically, this petition will
Another facet of ASUOP is appointed, including your instate a period of no govern
the representation and advoca school senators, will all be ment. It does not propose any
cy that it provides on behalf of stripped of "all powers and
sort of structure, timeline, or
the students. Your Senators, authority." The constitution, game plan. It dissolves ASUOP,
hold elected office in the execu which now protects you and
leaving a legacy of chaos, an
tive branch or sit on any of the your tax-dollars, will be a
absence of representation, and
more than one hundred worthless piece of paper.
no guarantees to the students
University committees. Each
What is more, the petition whatsoever.
serve as a liaison between the installs a "transition team"
student body and the admirus- which will manage all your tax Concerned Students and
tra^on'
dollars, which amount to Elected Officers,
As we have seen in the past, almost $300,000. You should
Omar Tinoco
this representation is vital to ask, "Who is the transition
Dare King

Do UOP students have enough
school spirit?
"Probably not as
much as we
should. I personally
don't attend a lot
of events and
activities.'
Olivia Clay
Senior
"No, because our
mascot sucks."
Justin Foster
Sophomore
"No, because if they
did more people
would be involved in
campus activities
and more students
would show up at
the games."
Sara Ross

The University Copy Center
Dear Editor,

The article in
the
February 18th Pacifican,
written by Joseph De Vera,
stated that the Copy Center
prices are "extremely high"
and that the author "has
never really seen too many
students go
v to the
— Copy
—rj
n
3re
always
nop"; ?
UOP students at Kinko's."

We would always like to
have more customers at the
Copy Center, and the high
price myth surfaces every
year. Since the Copy Center
opened in 1989, our prices
have been consistently
lower by 20% to 40% on
almost everything. We are
proud enough of our prices
that we not onlY have them
posted on our door, so that

you can compare. They are
also posted on our web-site.
http://www.uop.edu/co
py_center
Stop by and pickup a
price guide. You will see
that we are "your" copy
center.
Jim Cox
University Copy Center

For our view on this topic, see
the Editorial on page 5
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Now a word for the right
ALEX ALDRICH
Staff Writer

Where is my bike

I've witnessed heated campuses, all of whom are
SARAH CLASS
social and government issues required to take a series of
public safety report if your
Opinion
Editor
rise to the surface of debate in classes their first year on top
bike is stolen. I tried to do
I have read various on-line classrooms, and there has
this over the phone, but they
ics ranging from oppression
Every time I complain to told me I had to go to the
I editions of college papers been a pretty fair split
to multiculturalism to ethsomeone about my bike hav public safety office to do so.
from schools around the amongst my peers when a
nouniversalism.
ing been stolen, the person If I thought that the report
natiom and have discovered call to political sides was
These courses function not
replies, "Oh, my bike was would increase my chances
in them an alarming lack of made. I even remember gar
to help students establish
stolen, too." I have actually of getting my bike back, I
favor for anything slightly nering peer support for my
their opinions on these hot
had two bikes stolen. When I might take my time to fill
Republican or conservative. stance in Mentor II that multitopics, but instead to dictate
first came to UOP I brought out a report. But come on,
In fact, it wouldn't surprise culturalism is destructive to
the correct way of thinking. A
my expensive Specialized how many bikes has public
[ me were I to discover that America. That wouldn't have
simple model is used to
mountain bike and a five dol safety actually recovered?
college papers nationally made most college papers.
arrive at conclusions in these
lar
lock from K-Mart. My dad
Bike theft is probably the
were in-part funded by the
Then why is it that univer settings: you run a social
thought that this lock would number one crime on this
soft money of the Democratic sities speak with such a sin issue through the equation of
do the job, but toe first night campus, but little has been
I left. The media is in general gle-sided voice? Thomas relativism (where the only
my
bike was left outside, done to prevent it. Why does
an arena ruled by liberal- Sowell, a Senior Fellow at the thing that is forbidden is to
someone cut my lock and n't someone catch the thieves?
minded folks, but campus Palo Alto Hoover Institute, forbid), subtract common
took the bike. I didn't tell my It would be very simple. All
presses are particularly provides us an answer, stat sense and historical prece
parents and purchased a they would have to do is put
skewed in this direction. In ing "Academia is one of the dent, and out comes a feel
cheap bike from Target and a out some bait: a bike with a
my experience, however, places where wholly subjec good,
non-judgmental
twenty dollar kryptonite U- wimpy lock. Then they could
these one-sided views do not tive criteria rule-and where answer.
lock. Last week my Target crouch in toe bushes like FBI.
necessarily speak to the leftists predominate. The
Such
courses
strive
bike,
disappeared. These When the thieves come, arrest
beliefs of the majority of col most fundamental fact about earnestly to avoid the messy
thieves have got hi-tech meth them. Public safety is spend
lege students.
the ideas of the left is that business of saying that some
ods, because I don't know ing too much time running
Just so you all know where they do not work. Therefore choices are better than others,
how they cut through my U- around Grace looking for parI'm coming from, I'll be blunt we should not be surprised to and students leave them with
lock.
My third bike (once tyers, and not enough time
and state that my name is find the left concentrated in newfound abilities to ignore
again,
purchased at Target) I catching real criminals.
Alex Aldrich, and I am a con institutions where ideas do traditional morality and suc
carry
up
three flights of stairs
Speaking of transportation,
servative-American. There, not have to work to survive." cumb to Democratic groupand
lock
outside
my
room.
when
I was leaving Mentor
I've done and said it, I'm out
Universities start students think.
I wonder what exactly Seminar the other day I
of the closet, and I am not off towards these modes of
I'll close by assuring fellow
our hard-working public noticed that there was a lot of
seeking recovery. In this I've thinking from the outset. I'll conservatives that our views
safety is doing about all traffic pulling out of the Long
taken an unpopular stance credit UOP with being much on government and society
these bike thefts. There Theater parking lot. Yes, I
amongst the college-journal less liberal than most schools, are shared by many, but
should be warning signs know this is shocking, but stu
's! community, but not one of the compelling drivers unfortunately by few in the
outside reading "Do not dents actually drove to
among college students as a behind my attendance, but media. Media thrives on cre
eave your bike here, it will Mentor. Come on, people. Get
whole. Readers, if you're in let's use the UC system as a ating entertainment, which
get stolen." Is this just bad off your lazy butts and walk
agreement, you're part of a case study.
the dramatic circus of liberal
publicity or something? across campus. They probavery large constituency.
I have friends at several ism provides so well.
You're supposed to fill out a bly got their bikes-stolen also.

It? Weekly Rant

Stop warning and take action in Bosnia
SCOTT SWITZER
Staff Writer
•n the late 1930's, Hitler
gan a movement that would
end with the
slaughter
of
millions
of
Jewish people.
He
began
invading small
countries, while
the major pow's of the world sat by a nd
etched. He was not directly
.'^atening England or the
• yet, so they did nothing to
Ia°L
Today, that apparent
:
of caring has risen again
remarkable similarities.
' seems that for the past
t months or so, the United

States in conjunction with
NATO have been threatening
Yugoslavian forces with air
strikes and other military
repercussions. NATO been
warning Yugoslavian forces of
these repercussions, but has
taken little action.
NATO has sat idly by and
watched ethnic Albanians be
slaughtered simply because
they were ethnic Albanians.
The Yugoslavian army and
their leader Milosevic have
carried out crimes against
humanity, atrocities the likes
of which have not been seen
since Germany under the rule
of Hitler.
Recently there have been
peace talks between the two
sides, but there has been a

break in these talks. It was
during this break late last
week that Yugoslavian forces
began to congregate near a
rebel stronghold once more,
forcing many villagers to flee
toe area.
It is getting disgusting to see
the callousness with which
this country and the rest of the
civilized world can sit by and
watch a group of people
whose only crime is their eth
nicity be slaughtered.
The world is a witness to
this atrocity, and we are still
sitting by. One of the darkest
periods in human was when
we watched Hitler do much
toe same thing. Haven't we
learned our lesson from that
incident?

I leave you with this famous
quote, "Those who forget the
past are condemned to repeat

it." Do we want to repeat the
mistakes we made with
Hitler?

Drink Specials

Monday

Guiness Night
All Night

Ladies Night
$2 Well Drinks

Tuesday

Come and enjoy our
new draft system
6252 Pacific Avenue

473-3748
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Ethernet and the
technology fee
MATT DAVIES
Staff Writer
What
is
ethernet?
Ethernet gives students
access to the main comput
ers here on campus, which
in turn supplies them with
the Internet and the World
Wide Web. When the resi
dence halls are wired for
this need, users must buy a
card for their computer,
which allows them to use
the ethernet connection.
Most people have email
accounts and can access
information off the web.
Many people use it on a
daily basis and would be in
a real bind if they did not
have it. So, my question is:
why aren't all student resi
dences wired for it?
For those of you who
aren't aware of this prob
lem, here it is in a nutshell:
A fee has been proposed to
charge students next semes
ter for an upgrade of the
University's phone equip
ment. Now why should the
phone
equipment
be
upgraded when all of us
have phone lines that work,
but over half of us don't
have school-supplied Web
access?
Without a doubt, this is
nothing short of ignorant.
Why would we as students
want newer telephone
equipment that doesn't pro
vide us with a real benefit
when we could have ether
net? To me the idea of eth
ernet sounds much more
appealing than paying for
my own Internet connec
tion. If there is going to be a
technology fee increase, let
it be applied to something
of value to the students.
Students' access to the
World Wide Web is becom

ing more and more of a
basic fundamental tool in
education. The ability to
access the Web and Internet
has become necessary in
many UOP courses.
Don't we as a school
pride ourselves on academ
ic excellence? Without
school-supplied Internet
and Web access we as a
school are selling ourselves
short. Hell, other schools
less prestigious than UOP
give their students free eth
ernet access.
Now the school isn't just
sitting around doing noth
ing about the ethernet
issue. They have made a
two phase plan to eventual
ly wire the whole universi
ty with ethernet. This plan
is a step in the right direc
tion, but it is going to come
to us a couple of years too
late. Basically a plan does
n't make much sense to us
as a University. We need
ethernet and we need it
now.
To sum up this whole
mess, it is evident that
something has to be done.
Many of us don't like going
to the library or the labs for
Internet access. The labs are
crowded, the computers are
slow, and the biggest incon
venience is that we have to
leave the comfort of our
rooms and walk halfway
across campus to deal with
these problems. We should
be able to stay in our rooms
and go online, and at the
same time not pay an arm
and a leg for it. If we are
going to pay more money
for a technology fee
increase it should directly
benefit us. Some people
may agree and others may
disagree, but this is my
opinion.

Questions or Comments?
Send letters to third floor of
Hand Hall, or e-mail us at
opinion@thepacifiean.com

Students complaining about
library hours
JOSEPH DE VERA
Staff Writer
After a rough fall semester,
many students have spent
more
time
studying.
However, some students find
it hard to do so because of the
inadequate studying facilities
on campus. The library is the
ideal place for many to study,
but students are complaining
that the library does not stay
open long enough.
Many colleges and univer
sities have libraries that are
open 24 hours. Students at
these schools take advantage
of this, and I'm sure that stu
dents at UOP would as well.
Currently, the library
hours are as follows: Sunday
12p.m.-llp.m.,
Monday
through TTiursday 7:45a.m. 11p.m., Friday 7:45a.m. 6p.m., and Saturday 10a.m. 5p.m.. Are these hours long
enough for students who
have tests or midterms the
next day? Most students that
I've talked to say no.
Sophomore
Cathy
Portugal said, "I think it
should be open all the time."
Another student, Irina Moga,

added, "It's such a pain when
the library closes and you
have to leave at 11 o'clock
and go back to a noisy
dorm."
Studying in the residence
halls can be difficult for many
students, so they rely on qui
eter facilities like the library
to get away from the blasting
stereos or the loud voices.
Even though the residence
halls have study lounges,
some students use them more
for socializing rather than
studying.
Sophomore
Karindeep Chima com
plained, "The study lounges
aren't even comfortable
enough to study in. They
don't have proper lighting.
There aren't enough desks
and chairs, just couches.
Also, too many people pass
by and talk to you."
Moreover, it can be difficult
and very distracting for stu
dents who want to study in
their rooms while their room
mate is sleeping.
Empty rooms in WPC and
other buildings have also
become popular places to
study. Chima added, "Even if
the library is closed, there

should be classrooms
study halls that are open
night." Last year durin
finals, some students staye
in WPC overnight even aft
public safety locked th
building. Only at six in thi
morning when public safet
came to unlock doors wer
the students kicked out.
Last year, the library tried
to get feedback from students
through questionnaires that
professors passed out ih
class. Even though many stir
dents claimed that they
requested longer open hours
nothing has been done tr
meet student needs. As on
student put it, "It was a waste
of paper, my time, and t e
professors' time."
The library could at least
be open 24-hours during
finals week to acconunoda e
the "all-nighters." Students
are here for the educa i
that UOP provides. We are
here to learn and specialize: u
certain fields, but the o
way we can do so is by shiay
ing. If this is a place for high
er education, then stu
need to have an adequa
place to focus and stu y-
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add
or not
to add

r

BOD SWANSON
Guest Writer

p The
'and you're
whether or not to drop a
class. Your major con
cern is how you will
make up those units.
Or you've just met
with your adviser, and
it's determined you are
one unit short of gradu
ating. What do you do?
Don't panic!
Your
solution to these tough
situation is... Lifelong
Learning,
Pacific's
extended education pro
gram available to all stu
dents and community
members.
Lifelong
Learning
offers a diverse array of
classes which will meet
•urses are designed to
meet "special interests"
or provide opportunities
for personal and profes
sional development.
Class topics range
from AIDS to Zen and
most offer one unit of
extended (elective) edu
cation credit. One of the
most appealing aspects
of this program is that
the units are affordable.
Though inexpensive, the
quality of education is
not compromised.
So whether you are
desperate for a unit, or
you simply want to
improve your education,
Lifelong Learning is your
solution. For a compete
listing
of
Lifelong
Learning classes, pick up
a Lifelong Learning
course catalog at the
Registrar's Office, at
McCorvchie Hall, or call
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Gil Schedler enriches a student's spirit
LARA ZAMANSKY
Calendar Editor
Did you ever want to
enrich your mind and broad
en your horizons by travel
ing around the world or
spending
a
s e m e s t e r
abroad in some
country
like
Brazil
or
France? Well,
if this sounds
interesting,
you certainly
do not have to
travel far. The
only travelling
needed is a
walk over to
Sears Tower to
Gil Schedler
knock on the
door of one of the most inter
esting
and
culturally
enriched people you will
ever meet!
Gil Schedler is one of the
English professors here at
UOP and is also the chair

man of the religious studies
department.
Schedler has
been teaching here at UOP
for thirty years and every
aspect of his teaching career
has made an impact some
where in his life.
Schedler
was inspired as
a young boy by
one of his most
g r e a t l y
admired teach
ers to become a
educator.
Schedler went
to
the
University of
Chicago where
he received his
doctorate.
he
Then
a t t e n d e d
Washington University in St.
Louis where he received his
MA in Literature. Schedler
taught at the Cluster
Colleges for ten years before
he came to the College of the
Pacific.

Travelling and being dents who love to be cre
exposed to new cultures is ative. A good student to him
one of the most important loves to use his imagination
things to Schedler.
He and take chances.
One of his favorite hobbies
believes that every student
should spend a semester is to read fiction and biogra
phies. Schedler, "loves liv
abroad.
Schedler states, "being in ing in the world of imagina
another culture enables you tion."
One fond memory that
to look at your culture in a
Schedler hasfrom
different way."
Once a stu "See as much of the many >'ears
i.
he has been
dent does return
the world as you teaching here at
from being in
another country, can and enrich UOP dates back
to the 1960s.
she is able to
your lifer
Everything
bring back diver
was easy going
sity to her own
- Gil Shedler and every once in
home. Schedler
a while students
trusts that the i
would
throw
outdoor parties
opportunity to travel around
kegs,
and danc
with
bands,
the world after you graduate
"It was an easy
is one of the best things a ing.
person could take advantage exchange between the stu
dents and faculty."
of.
Schedler always holds his
He says, "see as much of
life
and family in the utmost
the world as you can and
honor.
He encourages all
enrich your life!"
Schedler has always been students to take advantage
interested in teaching stu- of life and live it well.

Career and Internship Center Couch
highlights educational studies potatoes
beware

SCOTT SHAPIRO AND
JULIE DAVIS
Guest Writers

Annette Schiebner, the
Recruitment Coordinator
for the Graduate School of
Language and Educational
Linguistics of the Monterey
Institute of International
Studies, will be here on
campus, to speak at the
Bechtel International Center
at 12:00 p.m. The presenta
tion will focus on interna
tional postgraduate studies
for a variety of majors.
The
Career
and
Internship center will also
have
an
Educator
Recruitment Fair, which
will start at 3:00 p.m. in the
School of Education. School
districts from all over

California will be attending,
as well as interviewing can
didates, with the intention
of filling open positions.
The Monterey Institute of
International Studies was
established in 1955 to teach
modern languages in their
cultural context. Since then
it has evolved into one of
just a handful of postgradu
ate schools dedicated to
preparing
students
to
respond effectively to the
complex challenges of a
rapidly changing global
environment.
Schiebner's Presentation
will discuss the fact that lib
eral arts majors, especially
languages and English, are
often unsure of what career
to pursue. A career in the
international market may be

a way for students to enjoy
their subject matter in liter
ally a world of possibilities.
The
Educator
Recruitment Fair, also on
March 11, will showcase
school districts from all
over California that are
actively seeking teachers as
well as counselors and
administrative staff.
This is a valuable oppor
tunity for all education
majors and credential stu
dents to find a possible
internship or position to
start in the fall. I would
also encourage all science
and math majors to attend
as well as anyone who has
considered teaching as a
profession and are unsure
of what to expect for
employment possibilities.

DON KROPP
Guest Writer
Tigers dancing? Why
not? The initial dance
will be held March 7,
1999 at 7:00 p.m. to 9:00
p.m. This is a beginning
class/club activity.
Folk dancing is cultur
al, social, recreational,
musical, and ancestral.
Dancing is an inherent
cultural value and tradi
tion of expression. Folk
dacing is a novel setting
in which to meet new
people.
At this dance we will
learn easy couple, line.

See Dance, page 10
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UN speaker discusses rights
R. K.STEPHENS
Metro Editor

Tuesday World Forum was
the host to United Nations
Consul General of Brazil Jose
Augusto Lindgre Alves on
March 2.
Alves purpose in speaking
to
the
audience
was
admirable and honest from
his opening remarks when he
stated, "peace is abstract."
Students from UOP, farm
ers in rural villages of Italy,
construction workers in
Chile, taxi drivers in Hungary
and each individual on the
planet is afforded protection
by
United
Nations
Declaration of Human Rights.
Yet this
protection
is
unknown to most individuals
and it is only one reason why
the peace the United Nations
strives for becomes difficult to
achieve.
Development and promo
tion of human rights is neces
sary for building a stronger
global network.
The United Nations real
izes that there is a subtle con
tradiction between the pur
f Z A T E O r K

pose, principles, and policies.
The UN adheres to a policy of
non-interference however to
protect international human
rights it is necessary to be
involved in domestic affairs
of individual states.
The
United
Nations
Commission on Human
Rights
(UNHCR)
was
"devised to foster human
rights the world over. The
UNHCR
established
Economic and Social Councils
to ensure that the declaration
was followed."
Alves further diagnosed
the structure of the United
Nations as a political group
by informing the audience of
the subcommittes and organs
that delegates serve and the
process of becoming a mem
ber of a subcommision.
"The securiy council is just
another organ but it gets
attention becaue it deals with
threats and breeches of
peace," stated Alves.
Because "the UN was
shackled with not being capabled of dealing with human
rights," said the Consul
General, it developed pro-

Greek Life

Z
Alpha Kappa Lambda
*j>
Looking for something to
^ do this Saturday night?
Alpha Kappa Lambda will
be hosting the band,
E SWERVE for their last show
T on their West Coast tour.
£ There will be no admission
p charge and everyone is welcome. The concert will start
" at nine o' clock.

grams and monitoring com
mittees.
Human rights is one of the
most important issues the
United Nations is concerned
with at this time.
The
Declaration of Human Rights
approved by the General
Assembly in 1948 was not a
treaty. Alves pointed out
clearly the document is only
"soft law." It is not an oblig
ation becuase it has not been
ratified by the member home
governments.
In 1993 the United Nations
held a Vienna conference on
Human Rights. Each mem
ber country's delegate recog
nized human rights as a legit
imate affair deserving atten
tion by world leaders to pro
tect the each and every indi
vidual on this planet.
"Human rights are universal
beyond question" acclaimed
the United Nations speaker.
Alves commentary on the
history, policies, and recent
actions of the United Nations
was informative and appreci
ated by the audience.
Listeners to his remarks
See UN, page 11
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night. Congratulations to pranks. Best of luck to the £
the Archite Baseball players Tiger teams playing at Big ^
who won both games this West!
past Saturday. Pledging is
z
going faster than expected,
Omega Phi Alpha
A
and this group of men can't
We would like to thank E
wait to finish pledging and all who attended our sec- y
have our world famous ond annual Boogie Nights, y
Fireman's Fling. Our com The party was a huge suemunity service project was cess, letting everyone know, ^
a huge success this past "there ain't know part like ©
Sunday when Archania and Omega party!"
n
O
Alpha Kappa Phi
cleaned up Oak Park.
N
The Men of Alpha Kappa Thanks to everyone who
Phi Delta Theta
^
Phi, Archania want to con- pumped up and helped
We
would
like
to
congratulate Phi Delta Theta on out.
gratulate the brothers who ^
A a
wonderful basketball
were
recently elected to the A
K game last Thursday night.
Delta Delta Delta
Greek
Council Executive K
P The entire Brotherhood of
We'd like to thank all of Board. We are proud of p
0 Archania came out and the ladies who came to our
j: cheered our team to victory. theme night dinner! As them and confident that ^
This just shows what much as we love our they will serve the Greek
Archites do as a unit. The seniors we would like to community properly and ^
£2 Brotherhood of Archania remind them that they only competantly. Several of us A
0 wants to thank all of the have 10 weeks left before will be attending the Big £>
p sweethearts who came to reality. We will miss you West Tournament in sup- @
our get-together on Friday next year, but not all of your porting the basketball p
teams. Good luck Tigers.
f Z A T E $ r K A M N O n e P E T Y Q
H f Z AB X ¥ Z
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speak at Athena
THE PACIFICAN

ingful way and opens paths
so that otliers may follow.
Johnston was nominated
for i they awai df by i Gillian
Murphy, director of the San
Joaquin Delta College Small
Business : Development
Center and Ann Sternal,
;:;;executiye
y director.

Ann Johnston, City of
Stockton
Councilwoman
: and
: President/General
Manager of The Balloonery,
Inc.. will be awarded the 199
Athena Award on March 11
at Brookside Country Club.
The Athena Award is pre Stockton/San
foaquin
sented annually to a woman Convention & Visitors
or man in our conununity Bureau. In her nomination.
who strives toward the high Murphy stated Johnston,
est level of professional "Has demonstrated excel
accomplishment, excels in lence in her business and
their chosen field, demon has provided an continues
strates support for the to provide outstanding ser
advancement of business vice to her business and her
and professional women, community. Although her
devotes time and energy to schedule continues to
their community in a mean
See Athena, page 11
> ' «

Dance.

Continued from page 9
circle, contra and quadrille
dances. These ethnic dances
are
from
Scandinavia,
Russia, Central Europe, the
Balkans, Israel, the Middle
East, and two dances from
Asia and two dances from
Africa. This is an opportu
nity to explore your family
roots.
If any students want to
learn the swing, a few
American vintage dances,
rumba, samba, cha cha,
waltz, they will be taught as
well.
This club is ideal for nondancers, beginners and any
one with an interest in
learning how to dance in a
style not typically seen at
fraternity parties.
There will be no tests,
term papers, finals or all
nighters, just fun. There is
no fee this semester. Staff

'

.

.

.

and faculty are welcome to
be a part of this Pacific tra
dition.
Wear cool clothing, soft
soled, nonmarking shoes,
Upanki, or clean gym shoes.
Let's Dance.
For more information call
Don Kropp at (209) 8474439
STUDY IN

OXFORD
students in the way
center of Oxford
as an Associate
Student of a medieval
Oxford college.
available. Simx 1985,
students from 240 leading
US. Colleges have studied in Oxford

(fi/ietto's/
North Stockton

JEWELRY &. LOAN CO.
PAWNBROKERS

* INSTANT CASH I.OANS

810-10,000
DIAMOND?, jrrKijrr,
tt.vrefjjs.i-uiCTKosKrs,
M »;sK :.VU:N STRY ME vrs,
AL.TOS

474-7532
720.3 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 9.5207

n

Council
214 .Mssadhtwro Avenue, NT.
(Suite 370)
Pbae Number (202} 547-32/5
fe Telephone: (SCO) 3B-WC
Facsimile: (202} 547-1470
E-mail: wk^emkcom
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UN

jew territory for Pacific student
r Pacific friends,

having a grand 'ol time
Besides I have already
5,000 pounds from bikFERYWHERE! I have met
really interesting, nice
cute :o) people from
the globe.
iday my attic buddy
is now what I call
i, the girl who lives in
with me) and I did
ig that was rather
First, a little backinformation: She had
that her bike had
stolen... so she walked
from school (a very long
l she arrived she came
ny room and began telling
f nervously, tht her bike
n. Well, we had biked
ol that morning togetht had parked our bikes
i other. When I had
1 — her bike had still
So I asked her
t she looked for her bike,
i had described to me a
different area than
f we had parked. I men

ena
I from page 10

she continues to be
myriad of commuJactivities, and always
> time to speak with
•ws of our Women
eurs classes and
8^ them to contract
follow-up questions
1a

has been a
'Oman for the City of
since 1995, and has
iBalloonery, Inc.,
^inception in 1981. She
office and been active
"merous community
j, bons
including
Women's Network,
rinK . Entrepreneurs,
P ' ABWA, Stockton
,ton

^n/San S°roiP\omists'
hont
Joaquin
<°n ar>d Visitors
p. ,n J°aquin County
^fadushycoond] Lodi
pr?0?1

htm
District,
Toka> PTSA<
Inn
industry Council and

tioned this to her, and she was
in disbelief.
So I said, "well why don't
we ride to school and see if
your bike is still there?" In the
Netherlands, everyone rides a
bike, but if two people are
going the same place and leav
ing at the same time they kind
of bikepool, like carpooling.
One person sits on the back of
the bicycle while the other per
son rides the bike. You see on
every standard bike, comes a
luggage rack sort of a thing —
for holding packages, bookbags, etc.
Well, in the
Netherlands they use this
package rack as a passenger
seat. And everybody does it.
So I thought, well, hey —
I'm strong and Krisztina does
n't weigh that much.. So we
agreed to go back to school and
look for her bike at 7:00pm,
with her on the passenger seat.
Let me just say it's not as
easy as they make it look. The
person in the passenger seat
sits "side saddle" on the back
of the bike and holds on to the
rack itself. Mind you, this pas
senger seat is only about twice
others. She has received
numerous national, state and
local awards and achieve
ments.
Sharon Davis, keynote
speaker and First Lady of
California,
will
honor
Johnston by presenting her the
Athena Award at the
Luncheon on March 11, 11:30
a.m. - 1:30 p.m., at Brookside
Country Club. Sharon Ryer
Davis is a woman of accom
plishment in her own right,
her lifetime experience in
business endeavors and her
steadfast commitment to the
community have prepared her
as an advocate for volunteerism and community
involvement in California. As
Program Director for the
Ralph's/Food-4-Less
Foundation, she oversaw a $3
million annual giving pro
gram. Prior to joining the
foundation, she served as
Managing Partner of the
Davis Miller Company, a Los
Angeles based public relations

Continued from page 10

the size of the fender of the
bike. So when we attempted
this I couldn't find the center
balancing point of both her, the
bike and myself. You can't just
hop onto the bike as one nor
mally does. And you cannot be
on the bike when the passenger
gets on or else you yourself will
fall. Well it normally is a 15-20
minute bike ride to school. By
the time we got to school
(falling, getting up, resting,
falling, traffic lights, street cor
ners, turns, etc) it was almost
7:45pm it took us over an halfhour more to get there. It was
unbelievably hilarious!
We must have looked just
stupid to all the natives.
Because we would swerve and
have near death experiences
with trees and cars — because
it is so hard to get a balance and
ride straight with another 120
pound person sitting sideways
on the back end of the bike.
But to make this story com
plete, her bike was there, right
where she had originally left it.
After we went over to my
Finnish friend's house where
she had make Finnish

Jackie Ford is a student at the
School of Internatioiuil Studies
ivho is currently abroad in the
Netherlands. Pacific Postcards is
an opportunity for stiulents at our
campus to read about the experi
ences of the students who are
studying in different countries
around the globe. For more infor
mation about studying abroad,
contact the Office of International
Programs and Services at the
Bechtel International Center on
campus.

firm specializing in high-teach
companies and consumer
product.
Previous Athena Award
recipients
include
Judy
Chambers, Cyril Seligman,
Susan Carson, Marion Jacob's,
Karen Munro, Iva Harris,
Janice Marengo, Bobbie
Fasano, Kathleen Janseen,
Kathryn Rousek, Jeanette
Michaels and Judith Buethe.
Sponsors of the vent include
Lagorio
Communications;

Jane Kalfsbeek, Accountant;
Gerald Smith, Northwestern
Mutual Life; Stockton Roofing;
Washington Mutual Bank;
Union Safe Deposit Bank;
AT&T Wireless; Wells Fargo
Bank; Cort Properties; The
Record and Sumiden Wire
Products.
Tickets for the March 11 lun
cheon are $20 prepaid by
March 5; $25 after March 5. For
information, call the Chamber
at 547-2770.

Meatballs (not for me. I'm a
veggie) and a super pasta meal.
It was great!
It rouned off a perfectly
great day. Today I had a class
called Current Criminal
Developments in Organized
Crime. It was super cool
and really interesting. I'll
know everything you want to
know about the mafia and the
US organized crime lords by
the end of this class. Neato,
huh?
Okay, well all for now.
Talk to you later!
Jackie

asked controversial and
passionatly-toned ques
tions at the end of his
remarks. Questions con
cerning womens issues,
China, the Middle East,
and other hot spots of the
political
world
were
raised.
For more information
concerning human rights,
the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human
Right's web page may be
found at www.unhchr.ch/.
Tuesday World Forum is
a weekly event held at the
Bechtel
International
Center from 12:00 noon.
Lunch is provided by
Universtiy Dining Sendees
for $4 for non-students.
Distinguished and diversi
fied speakers further the
education on internatinal
issues at the UOP campus.
Qn Tuesday March 9,
Manjinder
P.
Singh,
Consulate General of India
will speak about economic
liberalization of India.
Students, faculty, staff and
the community are encour
aged to attend these infor
mative opportunities.

Whafs so great
about Stockton?
If you know a
secret about our
community, share it
in the Metro,
e-mail Randi at;
metro@thepacifican .com

—

STOP BY AND SEE US'
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LARA ZAMAI
CALENDAR EDI

946-:

Friday
March S, 7999

9:30 am

ASUOP presents free
legal services

11:00 am

5:30- 7:30 pm
call for an appointment at
946- 2233

Morris Chapel
nafSer
Ecumencial
Services

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship Meeting

Morris Chapel

Second floor of the
McCaffrey Center with
in the ASUOP office

Tuesday
March 9, 1999

8:00 pm

Z Building East

Sunday
March 7, 1999

Thursday
March 11, 1999

Campus Apolistic
Fellowship
Bible Study
7:00 pm

Folk Dance and Swing

7:00- 9:00 pm
South West Dormitory
call 847-4439 for more Lobby
information

Wednesday
March 10, 1999

South Campus Gym
Catholic Mass

The counterfeit bill ves handed to store clerk Josh Gebelem.

Bernard School of
Education Building,
Room 108

•,,,

•ibr
md

"Custom Embroidery and Screenprintin{ ®n
Sports/Fraternity/Sorority
and Corporate Lettering
4137 N. El Dorado
phone: 465-6048
fax: 465-6648
"SameLocation for Over20 Years'

K
"

«pc

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEG
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUAfIN
INTO DEBT.

iThe Office of Retention Services is looking for a Clerical Assistant to work 12-15
Ihrs/week. Work study is preferred. The pay is $6.00/hr. Looking for someone with
•excellent organizational skills and attention to detail. Experience with Word or
I ordperfect, and Excel or Quattro Pro programs preferred. Duties include student con- i

I

Travel
P^us taxes- Cheap fares world wide!!! Call: 800-834-9192

S™"ELL °UT°F HE*E! Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica $250 round trip.
•Hawaii $119 one way. Europe $199 one way. Other worldwide destinations cheap Book
•tickets online www.airhitch.com or (800) 575-TECH
BEACH MEXICO Rates from

Sports

The Personal Touch

•Earn Extra Cash!!! MakeyourowrHiout5!Responsibl^tudent^^raS«^m!m£^e
ICitibank promotions on campus. Free giveaways! Earn $400+/week. Call Cindv at 1y
1800-950-8472.
I Summer Management Positions- Now hiring high-achieving students for managerial
•position which through training, support, effort & integrity results in personal & pro
fessional growth. Avg. earnings $9200. www.varsitystudent.com 1-800-295-9675.
•Part time accounting major needed for a nationally recognized company. Somewhat
S' NCedS t0 be taki"8 higher division courses. $6.50/hr. Call Elvera (209)

and phones' *****with confidenHal ma,eriaLPlease

Mlla 5Uiyh)U

www.thepacmcan.coi

Help Wanted

PICAhn^heckour website at www.picantetours.com

Metro

12:00 noon

iRoom for rent- near UOP. I urnishcd room S2pi}. month, utilities lnduded^SMT^
19003 better to call after 6:30 pm.
IRoom for rent-new house in Weston Ranch. Kitchen, own bathroom, laundry room.
I $300/month and 1/3 utilities. (209) 982-1701.

IPICANTT ChEAkK ROSwITO

Opinion-

Or. Saturday, Feb. 13, ten
dollars in counterfeit currency
vas passed at Tiger's
Oioceiy.

School of Education
Student's Association
Meeting

For Rent

Iwww^rhitch'o6311

Counterfeit money passed at
Tiger's Grocery

"At tot I didn't realize it ares
a counterfeit," said Assistant
Store Manager Mandy Jbbe
"We are nov taking
precautions vhen ve receive
higher bills. This not only
hurts the store, but it makes it
that much harder to trust people vhen they come In."

Classifieds

PSSEET.£

The Pacifican Wet

$67.00 per night call 1-888•

»on
foi
ode

Under theArmy's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a

three-year enlistment

4'
Each year you serw
on active
reduces 'I
your mucuic""v7, • l
duty

,a».» »*
to

ttiirdorSl
ever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit
„
The offerapplies to Perkins Loans, Stafford
and certain other federally insured loans, which
in default
...
And debt relief isjust one of the many beneffls
youll earn from the Army. Ask yourArmy Kecru

Call: (209) 951-3541
ARMY. BEvww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN &'•

UK
Kji

'i

—A
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A&E

BETH BUCKLEY
&E EDITOR
G@THEPACIFICAN.COM
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Future
workers
beware

1 Top Ten reasons why
|
smoking actually DOtS
make you cool

MELISSA DURKIN
Staff Writer

JO) Nothing says cool
like a hole in your
throat

"Office Space"
— Comedy
Starring: Ron Livingston,
Jennifer Aniston, David
Herman, Ajay Naidu,
Stephen Root, Gary Cole,
and Diedrich Bader.
Written and directed by:
Mike Judge.
Sated; R
Duration: 90 minutes.
•: ••••

9) You know the kids in
those anti-smoking ads
aren't as cool as they
pretend to be
8) You could be the
only kid in your dorm
with a brand new
car...and an iron lung
7) There isn't a
superhero named
'Tracheotomy Man"
yet

8) Getting a lung
removed instantly takes
off five pounds!
1$) What else are you

Iffo/ng to do after

Mooring?

M) Who needs cologne
men you have the
\<}reat odor of
carcinogens emanating
from your body?
^ At Lynyrd Skynyrd
concerts; you always
oave a lighter available
for "Treebird"
2 Easy retirement
P'an: smoke 30 years,
fJor$l million
aollars
^JinaHy get your
^ge on drive-thru
orkers with your new
°'oe box

Compiled by
Brad Franca

"Section H", UOP's own ska band', is playing for us again during Pacific Hour on March 11.

A celebration of printmaking
DAVE KWIAT
Guest Writer

The modern technique of
printmaking stemmed from
a tradition that had its ori
gins in late medieval
Northern Europe. Originally
used only as an ornamental
medium, in the hands of
Renaissance artists like
Schongauer and Durer,
printmaking
became
a
means of versatile artistic
experssion. Luckily, with a
renewed interest in wood
cuts and engravings at the
close of the last century,
printmaking has been kept
alive and has exceeded its
earlier expectations.
One organization that has
made its sole purpose the
preservation,
instruction
and advancement of printmaking is the Kala Art
Institute. Now in its 25th
year, the institute has decid
ed to exhibit at the UOP

campus in celebration of its
longstanding devotion to the
arts. From now until March
25th the Richard H. and
Marjorie
M.
Reynolds
Gallery will be hosting an
exhibit of print works creat
ed by members of the orga
nization.
Although based in the Bay
Area, the Kala Art Institute
employs professional artists
from all over the globe, and
the eclectic showing is evi
dent. No piece is the same
and the artists use varied
printmaking
techniques
such as etching, intaglio,
mezzotint,
aquatint,
silkscreen, and the woodcut.
The expertise revealed by
these artists is amazing. In a
work by Toru Sugita, enti
tled Angular Transition,
there is a magnificent dis
play of knowledge pertain
ing to the study of light and
dark and an equally excel
lent showing of angular pre-

cision. In Daydreams, a sim
ilar study of value, the artist
Warren Lee uses a mezzotint
to explore the delicate con
tours of a seated woman.
The light shines on the
woman from an unknown
source and almost magically
accentuates her prominent
cheekbones, long fingers,
and detailed robe.
Other artists reveal differ
ent interests. In Emmanuel
Montoya's Mascara, an exot
ic beast is shown, complete
with wide eyes and protrud
ing tusks. In its stylized
manifestation, it looks like a
mask and might have been
influenced by the elaborate
ly decorated masks of West
Africa. Another woodcut
entitled
Alice
in
CK
Wonderland uses carica
tured imagery to produce a
cartoon-like
atmosphere.
The
creator
Christine
Wong's style might be sim-

See Art, page 15

For all you seniors out there,
here's a movie to ponder when
looking for a future job.
"Office Space" is based on
the "Milton" animated shorts of
Mike Judge, who is also respon
sible for "Beavis and Butthead"
and "King of the Hill". Just as
he inflates the idiosyncrasies of
odd-ball teenagers and small
town suburbanites in those two
cartoons, Judge also magnifies
the corporate world of cubicles,
monotonous labor, uncoopera
tive technology, and endless
management in this film.
The movie opens with a
hilarious morning rush hour
sequence.
Peter
Gibbons
(Livingston) inches forward
through bumper-to-bumper
traffic while an old man with a
walker passes him on the near
by sidewalk. He notices the lane
next to him advancing and so
he moves over. But, as you may
well guess, it promptly stops
just as he edges into the lane.
He repeats this maneuver sev
eral times with the same result.
Everyone knows they've been
in the same situation one time
or another.
The commute comedy rolls
onto the office scenes where
three managers remind Peter to
use the new TPS cover sheets,
where computers take forever
to shut down, and where three
partition board walls surround
Peter as he performs his tedious

See Space, page 15
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George Michael steps outside
IKRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer

Title: Ladies & Gentlemen
Artist: George Michael
Label: Epic/Sony
Rating: •••••
Most of you probably
already know about the
arrest that recently forced
poor George Michael out of
his proverbial closet. For
those of you who don't, two
questions may arise from
this
disclosure:
"what
arrest?" and "you mean he's
gay?" Well, let me give you
the scoop. It was a sunny day
in Beverly Hills Park when
George decided to visit the
bathroom to relieve his "dis
comfort". As he was leaving,
a guy (who he later
described as someone you
wouldn't even look at twice)
literally came on to him. As
he said during a show with

Letterman, he never refuses
a free meal, and so he recip
rocated the stranger's invita
tion. Anyway, the stranger
turned out to be a cop, and
that's how George Michael
was arrested for lewd con
duct. Thus, the media was
blessed with a scandal that
promised headlines for
weeks to come.
Why am I telling you this?
Well, that's because George
recently released a 2-CD
greatest hits album, "Ladies
& Gentlemen...The Best of
George Michael." Ironically
enough—knowing
his
impeccable
sense
of
humor—the first internation
al single, "Outside" (one of
the two new songs in the
album), starts with him
singing: "I think I'm done
with the sofa/ I think I'm
done with the hall/ I think
I'm done with the kitchen
table, baby/ let's go out

side." Obviously, the song
pokes fun at his arrest and
the basic unfairness of police
entrapment-George prances
around flashy urinals to
prove his point in the video.
A little toilet humor, I'm
sure.
The album is divided into
LADIES & GENTLEMEN
two parts. The first CD is
THE BEST OF GEORGE MICHAEL
labeled "For the Heart",
showcasing the multitude of
ballads he has recorded over
the years since he left Wham!
(Ironically, in one interview
he commented, "Andrew
[Ridgeley] and I didn't real
ize how homoerotic our might
have
guessed, that YOU HAVE TO GET
image was. We had leather includes hits such as "I Want Well, so much for being sul
jackets; we had these cuffed Your Sex", "I Knew You tie. This is not a culminalioi
jeans. We just thought it was Were Waiting (For Me)" with of George Michael's can
cool.") The songs range from Aretha Franklin, "Faith" just a final fulfillment to
the karaoke hit "Careless (which
was
recently ex-record label Sony. With ;
Whisper" to "Don't Let The butchered by Limp Biskit), soul that's finally free of sup
Sun Go Down On Me" with and
the
disco-charged pression and a new deal wil
Elton John.
"Fastlove."
Dreamworks, you nevei
The second CD is labeled
There's nothing much to know where his nex
"For the Feet," and as you say about this album, just escapade might lead him

Sho Ml, for a dash of diversity
u a i i v r* a r*r*\ a

r> a

i •a

HOLLY CACCIAPAGLIA
Staff Writer

Sho Mi Japanese Cuisine
Location: 419 Lincoln
Center; 951-3525
Hours: Lunch: Mon-Sat
11:30-2:15; Dinner: Mon-Sat
5:00-9:00
sno IVII ib consistently'
busy. It's both a fast food
and a sit-down restaurant.
There is generally a line of
varying lengths to get in,
sometimes out the door.
However, it's nothing to
worry about because it usu
ally moves quickly and
allows you the needed time
to choose from their abun
dant list of entrees.
Upon
ordering,
an
employee seated us and our
food was served about five
minutes later. I ordered the
teriyaki white fish for $5.25
and the miso soup for $.90.
My friend ordered the chick
en katsu for $4.75 and we
shared an order of California
rolls with fish eggs for $3.25
(without fish eggs it is
$2.75).

I

»

r—

%

Amazing! A time when the line wasn't out the door!
Both entrees came on a katsu was sliced and deep
large sectioned plate with a fried. The chicken serving
big serving of rice, a small didn't seem as large as my
salad, little sides of pea pods, fish, but together with the
orange wedges and other sides, the meal filled him
vegetables. My fish was easily.
steeped in plenty of teriyaki
Not realizing at first that I
sauce that I used for dipping wasn't given the eating uten
my once-white rice. I was sils I had grown up with, I
very satisfied with my fish, attempted the use of chop
the serving size was ample sticks. The struggling lasted
and the taste was light yet about five minutes at which
savory. My friend's chicken point my friend finally

Anything you'd like to see

stopped
laughing long
enough to get me a fork. If
you're not talented with
chopsticks, or simply choose
to not release that talent, like
me, simply ask your server
for a fork.
My inexpensive bowl of
miso soup was delicious. I
have always been a lover of
miso and I am even more so
after I learned how good
miso soup can be for you.
Miso is made from soy
beans,which are rich in vita
mins and minerals, like zinc,
calcium, folic acid and a
series of
B vitamins.
Soybeans also have as much
soluble fiber as oat bran and
the unsaturated fats that
help the body break down
cholesterol. Besides all that,
the miso soup tastes really
yummy.
Now for those who
haven't tried sushi, or aren't
sure if they want to, the
California roll is a good
place to start. You can have it
with or without the tiny,
bright orange fish eggs sur
rounding it. The roll is made
See Sho Mi, page 15

in A&E? E-mail me at
living@thepacifican.com

6262 West Lane
955 5M»
Bargain Matinees in ()
Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

8MM-R

Daily: (1:55,4:45) 7:25,10:1
Early Show Fri-Sun: (11:20)

The Other Sister - P^'3
Daily: (1:50,4:35) 7:20, l<W5l
Earily Show Fri-Sun: (11:"w_

Message in a Bottle Daily: (2:10,5:00) 7:35,,1ft >1
Early Show Fri-Sun: (I I:2j)_

ilast from the Past - P^pl
Daily: (2:15.4:55) 7:15,9:40
Early Show Fri-Sun:(I ' *

'ayback - R

.

Daily: (2:05,4:30) 7:10.9*5
Early Show Fri-Sum(ILW-

200 Cigarettes - R
Daily: (3:00,5:20) 7:40. l W
Early Show Fri-Sun:(I2JW.

I Office Space - R

.

Daily: (2:35,4:50) 7:00.9:3
Early Show Fri-Sun: (12- j,

I Rushmore - R

010

Daily: (2:25,4:40) 7:05.9 j
Early Show Fri-Sun: (1
Friday -Thursday 3/5 -

'
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ngus Wells' Three Kingdoms

}TT SWITZER
f Writer

above all else.
Although the story focuses
mainly on the kingdoms and
its people, it also brings in reli
gion and the ways that gods
may use the people. The two
gods in the story are The Lady,
who teachings include benevo
lence and peace, and Ashar, the
god of war, who lives within
the fires of the underworld.
The Kingdoms follow the
teachings of The Lady Kyrie
and try to live in peace, thus
she holds sway within the
Kingdoms and does not allow
Ashar to enter. The barbarians,
who live in a forest called the
Beltrevan, worship Ashar and
are a warlike people. They live
in separate clans and often war
upon each other, except on the
rare occasions that they form
the Horde, when all clans unite
to try and invade the
Kingdoms. This does not hap
pen very often.
This book has a little of

Iflie Three Kingdoms is a
5 of novels by a relatively
fantasy writer named
5 Wells. The three novels,
j|«i The Wrath of Ashar, The
Lrper, and The Way Beneath

|ms on three allied kingdoms
their fights with barbars who live outside the king-

The main character in the
is young Kedryn Caitin,
of Tamur, the strongest
•jBri heartiest of the kingdoms,
jung Kedryn is about to ven
ue out on his blooding, the
lual first battle that all young
enurin warriors must make.
1 Kedryn is influenced by two
lajor characters, his father
sdyr Caitin and his friend and
tie instructor, Tepshen Lahl.
|ese two have taught him to
spect his people, to not be a
ward, and to hold honor
•

Sho

M

Sodas are free at Sho Mi
Konf/'m/ed from page 14
with a minimum order of
[ith white rice and has
Besides your basic
rocado and imitation crab Usele
of sushi, they also
"tfle center. It is tasty but serve beef, pork, and a varitoo overpowering, with ety of fried seafood,
without the slight pop- Seasonings other than katsu
5 feeling of the little or teriyaki sauce include
J8 in your mouth.
ginger and curry. They sup

A&E WEB NAVIGATOR
'KRAM KHASIM
Staff Writer
Love to shop naked? Virtual malls are here to stay!

THE MALL
[themall.earthlink.net]

MSN SHOPPING
[shopping.msn.com]
M

-

*

WEBMARKET

[Www.webmarket.com]

SHOPPING.COM
[www.shopping.com]

SHOPNOW.COM

[www.shopnow.com]

NETSCAPE SHOPPING
[excite.netscape.com/shopping]

AOL.COM SHOPPING
[www.aol.com/shopping]

everything, ranging from war
to peace, betrayal and love, arid
an ever-present sense of humor
that seems to define the writing
of Wells.
Wells has a captivating writ
ing style, guaranteed to keep
readers on the edge of their
seat. From his imagination
escapes this captivating tale of
war, suffering, and triumph, as
we see Kedryn Caitin develop
from a youthful child to grow
into a great man, one of honor
and virtue.
If you are a person who
enjoys reading and can never
find enough to read, then
Angus Wells is the author for
you. The Three Kingdoms is a
triumph in itself, but you can
enjoy his other works such as
The Guardian, and his two addi
tional series. Each is guaran
teed to keep the reader
intrigued, and will ensure
many late nights spent beneath
a lamp turning page after page.

ply containers of soy sauce
and katsu sauce on each
table for your predilection.
If you haven't tried sushi
yet, or Japanese food for
that matter, I highly recom
mend Sho Mi for a dash of
diversity in your diet.

Space-

Continued from page 13

computer entry work or lets an
hour go by staring into space.
But, then, Peter has a hyp
notic transformation upon
which his whole view of life
changes. No longer does he
think that every day is worse
than the day before it, so that
every single day is the worst
day of this life. He merely
stops obeying the rules of the
establishment, acting on his
whims. He sleeps all day if he
wants to; te goes fishing and
guts his fish on his desk at
work; and he kicks down one
of his partition board walls so
he can enjoy the window view.
Livingston plays the aver
age apathetic but wishful
worker well. Herman and
Naidu offer hilarious support
as the nerd and the uptight for
eigner. Aniston is fine as the

Art

Continued from page 13

plistic and child-like, but
her theme is not. Although
open to interpretation it
looks as if Wong comments
on the relentless bombard
ment of women by adver
tisements that insist on con
waitress at a nearby restaurant
who also deals with her own
issues of job frustration. And
Root nails the meek, abused
character of Milton on the edge
of explosion because he has
had to move his desk a number
of times, even into the base
ment; he has had his favorite
stapler taken from him; and,
now, he has stopped receiving
his paychecks even though he
still works in the office because
nobody has bothered to tell
him he's been fired.
Judge exaggerates the mun
dane details of work life to cre
ate a satirical, but poignant, 90
minute office comedy. When
the plot turns into an undevel
oped romance between Peter
and Joanna (Aniston), and a
moral struggle for Peter, he
movie loses a bit of its brassy
humor. But, the overall effect is
still funny and telling.

formity.
With such a varied exhib
it as this, every viewer will
no doubt be pleased with
what they will see. As is
revealed by the Kala artist's
works, printmaking is a
viable and ever changing
medium. UOP is lucky to
host such an offering.
Most telling may be the
music of "Office Space". It is
mostly gansta rap songs. The
violent, yet passionate, words
and feeling of the music ironi
cally contrast with the passive
nature of the white-collar
workers. This movie may not
be a box office hit, but it hit
home with this senior. Future
employees beware: Do what
you enjoy and don't let any job
crush your spirit

Star Rating Key
• = If You Must
•• = Not Too Bad
•••= Pretty Good
••••= Excellent
•••*•= Cant Live
Without

ARTS
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Horoscopes

The
Junior
Mint

Pisces

Aquarius

(February 19 to March 20) Vou'U
certainly ba/ihakiiigii heatlway in
reek and
money
You're
inclined
pleasure
ikend.
pursuits d

(January 2QJto February 18)
Make sure^$ou"fotfeiy through
on a pi
Jy member. Tr^y
k espedally g.
Couples
share a

ALEX ZAMANSKY
News Editor

I think the latest hot com
modity nowadays are
stolen
bicycle
tires
Apparently there is this per
son, a fellow bicyclist even,
who goes around campus
and steals bicycle tires
From what I have heard this
repugnant fool steals the
tires and hangs them on the
back of his bicycle as a tro
phy and rides off. I have
resolved that what a person
really needs nowadays is a
super-thick lock and chain
to lock up their transports
tion from characters like
this.
Being a student, I have
discovered ways of getting
around paying for food
Either your friends heat
you or you find an alterna
tive. The alternative that
discovered happens every
Sunday at Costco, where
they have "samples" day. 1
find that one can satisfacto
rily fill his or her hunger by
stopping at each one of the
food stations twice. 1 figure
that seeing as how I occa
sionally shop there, 1 am
entitled to such weekly
perks.
In my lifetime, I have
noticed that Denny's has
had a reputation for two
things: being slow and
overly friendly. Amazingly
enough, both of these things
lappened to me the last
time I decided to dine there.
I ordered a milkshake and it
took forever and a day to
get (at least it was the right
flavor), but the real kick
came when the waitress
decided she wanted to join
our part)' and she sat herself
down. So after two or three
minutes of her yikketyyakketying, she left with
our order. 1 suppose she
was just trying to maintain
the Denny's status quo,
overfriendly and slow to get
vour food.
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Gemini
(May 21 tgjunei Fun pursuits
are in store foi
week and
there's a
You'll appjepafigl 4rfri< fs loyalty
Over the v\ypk£®d,j
ig could
get out of i

Libra

Cancer
(June 21 tp,Jfily 22) Financial
prospects^
and new
doors o:'
^business.
Though
Hugr$*£ ajl the way,
you'll hit igHSPpcy to let
things slid#!

Scorp

(September 23 .to October 22)
The weekjj^jS^r^JE^prable for
romance >|inp?{S^3^%)ursuits.
Artistic
UR Bso^tcythe fore.
Dealings
j^bli^fters and
advisers are

(October 23Jp November 21)
Uiisisther ~
adding a
touch of
e. Career
progress'
and it's a
good
igher-ups.
Watch the

Aries

(March

Taurus

(April 20
nection p;

19) This is a
your ideas
ou could
ails on the
are plenti-

fulthiswi

Leo

(July
a slight
concern^
as a te
mg
Avoid unW

Virgo

122) There's
Ut a money
I work well
: increasul togetherness.
®r moves.

(August 23,io .September 22)
You coul(|>;
special
interests!
week p:
somewhat

Sagittarius

Capricorn

(Xovmber 22 ig December 21)
You could be! s<%jtfetvhat careless
with money, but yov'i: be having
enjoyablft'Jj|g^^,®t^Cfi(npany of
loved oneskat^d friisids., Romance

(December.224p January 19)
You'll see' Ibkkgs Slwy clearly
where financial
are con
cerned. sTfi, deafiogsrl with close
ties this iyeekeridl Cutis' a tenden
cy to exaggeiaifei<Sr!f>oast.

Soap Opera Updates
All My
Children

Days of Our
Lives

Adam urged Liza to marry
Rolf warned Stefano that
him before the baby's birth so John's returning memory
he could be its legal father. could be dangerous . "Gina"
Tad and Dixie tried to find contemplated a future with
more information about Greta and John but realized
Branden in Palmer's desk. she had to get Marlena out of
Jack told Liza he will always the way first. A furious
think of her child as his Austin saw Carrie and Mike
daughter.
together.

*•
•
*•
•
•
*

Local 56k access
FREE Software
FREE Internet Book
10 Megs Web Space
Toll-free Tech Support
30 Money Back Guarantee

Katherine and Nikolas gave
Ashley wasn't pleased
into their passions and made about Cole's invitation
love. Jax told Alexis they Rafael to visit Genoa City
should check into the doctor Nick realized Jack and Brae
who delivered Nikolas. Mac had stacked the deck agains
and Taggert refused to let A.J. Victor. Grace feared Sharor
use the warehouse fire to help might lose Cassie if Millie isn I
him fight Jason for Michael's found.
custody.

WER RE MORE THAN JUST

*>atr*c*'s Special,
^ 'Irish eyes are smiling"
Present coupon with a
friend and get 50% off
second drink

3298 Pacific Ave. 466-6333

The Young and
the Restless

simple and fresh

www.inreach.com • 800-446-7322 • infoi-rinreach.c

t
y

General
Hospital

Mon - Fri 6ar» - close
Sat - Sun Sam - close

-Expires March 25th •

FISH

Try one of our five different steak entrees,
chicken and pasta dishes or salads.

CLOPPINO

served on Friday nights, while it lasts!

RIB EYE STEAK & PRAWN COMB*
on Saturday nights.
Don't forget our scrumptious

SUNDAY BRUNCH

only $10.95
314 Lincoln Center • 956-0270
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ilots can't steer Pacific

HE PACIFICAN

jhe Pacific baseball team
proved to 10-5 overall this
-as0n with a 4-2,10-1 sweep
ver Portland on Saturday,
b. 27, at Billy Hebert Field,
e Tigers took a 3-2 lead durg the first game of the douleheader, as senior shortstop
obby Wood hit a sac-fly to
ore David Ferres. Wood finhed the game with two RBI,
ing 1-2 behind the plate,
erres added the Tiger's final
i in the bottom of the fourth
ning, singling in Richard
ackett.
Junior pitcher Darin Moore
mproved to 4-0 this season,
"owing only two runs which
e in the second inning off
two-run single by Portland's
ob Speer. Moore recorded
' e strikeouts (39 this season)
uring his six innings on the
ound. Junior Steve Fischer
rned his first save of the sea

Volleyballontinued from page 20

Outside
hitter
Dylan
errick was a star Friday with
kills and three service aces
inst the Trojans. Vladimir
dric also glowed with 19
and 13 digs. Tim Gerlach
layed to a .636 kill percentage
lacing Darrell Dilmore who
vas out for the weekend with
shoulder injury.
"Everybody just went out
ere with a killer instinct,"
Herrick. "You could just
k in our eyes. We had win in

son.
Junior first baseman Todd
Bramble and catcher Bryce
Terveen each recorded a home
run during the second game
of the doubleheader, leading
Pacific to a 10-1 win over the
Pilots.
The Tigers took an early 2-0
lead during the second game
as Wood nailed a stand-up
double to left field which
scored Terveen. Two batters
later, Wood scored as Jason
Walker singled to left field.
Pacific extended its lead to
7-0 after a five-run spurt in the
third inning. With the bases
loaded, Terveen brought in
Ferres with a sac-fly. Wood,
then brought home the other
two runners with a two-RBI
single to right field.
Pacific (11-6) fought back
from an early 2-0 first inning
deficit to defeat Portland (3-5),
6-4 in Sunday's doubleheader,
but dropped the second game,

6-3, to earn a split.
Pacific junior pitcher Joe
LeBel yielded two first inning
runs before settling down and
scattering seven hits over five
innings of work in the opener.
He recorded three strikeouts
and two walks, and earned
the victory to even his record
at 2-2. Junior Mark Short
allowed three hits over the
final two innings of play to
record his second save. A total
of five Tigers registered two
hits in the game, highlighted
by Hackett's first career inter
collegiate home run in the
fourth.
Walker (1-1) allowed five
runs on five hits and three
walks in just one and onethird of an inning as Pacific
suffered a 6-3 defeat in the
nightcap. A trio of Tiger reliev
ers combined to allow just one
run on four hits while striking
out three over the final 5.2
innings.

our eyes the whole time."
Pacific started slow against
the Trojans, giving up the first
game 9-15, before building
momentum to three wins.
USC's coach Pat Bowers was
booked with a red card from
the official after becoming
angered at his teams impend
ing loss."
Pacific's determination to be
the better team proved great
enough to shut down USC
quickly and then carry
overnight to face Long Beach
with confidence/'Basically we
won on Friday, took a nap,

woke up and continued play
ing," said Wortmann. "We car
ried our momentum over to
Saturday."
Pacific had lost in a devas
tating four games to Long
Beach State earlier in the sea
son (9-15,16-17,8-15,7-15) con
tributing to the 49rs undefeat
ed season of 9-0. The Tigers
were also motivated by com
ments made by Long Beach
players before the match.
"Our coach told us how one
of their players said that he
had no respect for us. It just got
us fired up," said Herrick.
"Basically, I just wanted to
come in here, hand it to them,
get them the hell out of here
and tell them to have a nice
ride home."
The war continued on the
court where Long Beach was
noticeably frustrated with
everything. Referees were
booked two yellow cards
against 49ers players for
unruly behavior. Senior J.D.
Brosnan expressed the differ
ence between the teams.
"We have a lot more class,
that pretty much sums it up,"
said Brosnan. "Long Beach
was yelling at the ball girls,
yelling at the refs, they got yel
low cards."

Intramural Update
The Spring Intramural
howling tournament was
held this past Friday at Pacific
howl.
Participation was
excellent as all 11 teams that
•"'fined up competed in the
event Strong individual per''nuances wereshown by Pat
Revives (375 two game total),
hnan Dillon (362), and
randon Nakagagawa (357
the team portion of the
"amament Pi Kappa Alpha
lNas the overall victor compil
es a scorching score of 1330
nr 4 bowlers. Second place

went to PSSST who bowled a
1255, followed close behind
by Pu In Sai who bowled a
1232.
IM Basketball Update:
The league season will be
winding down the week of
March 8-13. Top teams who
have compiled a winning
record in their respective divi
sions will be battling for the
Jiampionships in the weeks
to come Look in next week's
Pacifican for final league
standings
and
playoff
updates.

P age 17

Swimming

Nice finish in LB

THE PACIFICAN

Pacific went to Long Beach
looking for a good finish to
the swimming season and the
Pacific men's swimming
team earned a second place
finish at the 1999 Big West
Conference Championships
at Belmont Plaza Feb. 25-27,
and second-year head coach
Ray Looze was honored with
Big West Conference Coach of
the
Year
accolades.
Sophomore Piotr Florczyk
claimed the Big West title in
the 200 Backstroke (1:46.57),
freshman Matt Smart claimed
the Big West title in the 200
free (1:38.33), and the 800
freestyle relay quartet of
Smart,
Piotr
Florczyk,
Marcello Tonelli, and Andy
Thurman won the Big West
Championship with a time of
6:41.39.
In addition, freshman
Ramzy Ladah earned the Big
West title in tire 200
Breaststroke (2:03.85), and the
400 freestyle relay quartet of

Florczyk, Smart, Cody
Cannon and Karl Thaning
won
the
Big
West
Championship with a time of
3:00.48. Other top finishers
included
senior
Andy
Thurman, who finished third
the 1650 freestyle
in
(15:47.59).
The Pacific women's
swimming team earned a
third place finish.
Top finishers included
freshman Jenna Tompkins
who finished third in the 200
Breaststroke (2:20.45) and
junior Natalie Phillips who
earned a second place finish
in the 200 Butterfly. The
Tigers' 400 Freestyle relay
team of Phillips, Ericka
Richards, Cari Bertrand and
Cherisse Hughes earned a
second place finish with a
time of 3:28.51. Bertrand also
posted a third place finish in
the 100 breast (1:06.53) to lead
Pacific's scorers on the third
day of competition. The
Tigers placed second in the
200 medley relay (1:48.08).

Men's Tennis

Lions hurt by Tigers

THE PACIFICAN
The Pacific men's tennis
team earned a 7-0 win over
Loyola Marymount on
Tuesday, Mar. 2. Pacific
improves to 3-3 overall,
while Loyola Marymount
falls to 2-4.
It was a straight set victo
ry for the Tigers, who did
not lose at any position in
the dual match.
Senior Alexander Fiedler
advanced to 5-1 at the No. 1
singles spot, defeating
Vladislav Molenda 6-1, 6-4.

ITEAM LEGENDS|
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PEN'S, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN
JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

Senior Kengo Usui earned
his third straight win
Tigers, defeating Chris
Sullivan at the No. 6 posi
tion in a 6-0, 6-1 decision.
The Tigers return to
action on March 6, as
Pacific travels to New
Mexico State for a Big West
Conference match.

4

Advanced
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Men's Lacrosse

A rough weekend to forget
STEVE CABRAL
Staff Writer

handed
with numerous five and could not even i
injuries.
age to get a goal the rema
The Tigers offense came of the game. St. Mary's sb
alive in the second half and to fire shots on Joel Col
outscored the Pioneers 5-1 to saves) who could only r
secure the win. Pacific got the so many stops before one i
victory 10-5 but had to pay the in.
price of losing their captain
The Gaels took the leai
for three weeks.
the first time on a man-up
On Sunday the Tigers came and never looked back as
out fired up to play but went scored seven unansw
home with their tails between goals after being down 3-:
their legs. Pacific was looking ' For the full story, check'
to avenge a 10-4 preseason loss
Pacifican website;
to St. Mary's (3-2, 2-0) and
WWW.I
remain undefeated in league.
Senior Eric Shanker (1 goal)
43 YEARS of QUALITY
opened the game with a goal
assisted by senior Uriah
Gafjfomia $Fm
Delozier (1 goal, 1 assist). The
Tigers held a 1-0 lead after the
A • F • E
first quarter but St. Mary's tied
the game in the second on a
Breast of Chicken Sanrfwii
Marinated Carved from the Bon
shot that barely trickled in.
Pacific took charge the next
I rotn the Ranch to Us
couple minutes as Adams (1
San haiKisco's Best Hamburg!
goal) and Delozier both scored
We use 100%. ground fresh chu
on drives to goal that gave
The livestock is fed the pure;
natura! feeds without the use
them a 3-1 lead. Delozier tried
growth hormones or antibiotic
his luck again but this time
rung a shot off the crossbar
Rotisseric Chicken
which would have given the
with Fresh Herbs
Tigers some distance. St.
Barbcqued Beef Sandwi
Mary's quickly jumped back
from our Wood Burning Own
in the game converting two
Rotisseric Roasted
goals to tie it up 3-3 at the half.
In the second half the Gaels
Breast of Turkey
came out hungry to win, as the
Sandwich
Tigers did not even show up.
BLT
Sandwich
Pacific's offense was ineffec-

It was a rough weekend on
the road for Pacific (5-3 over
all, 2-1 league) who not only
lost their first league game but
also lest their captain.
The Tigers went to play last
place CSUH (0-7, 0-3) on
Saturday and try to continue
their dominance by beating up
on the Pioneers for the third
|time this year. Pacific beat
Hayward 12-5 in the fall and
g 16-2 in a mud bowl at Pacific.
Cal had a tough time with the tenacious Tigers.
The game started out bad
for
the Tigers as Hayward got
Softball
on the board first and senior
Ted Brown broke his wrist.
Pacific regrouped and got
goals
in the first quarter from
THE PACIFICAN
same until the sixth inning,
freshman
Jeff Lum (3 goals)
when California rallied and
and senior Garrett Lumley (2
Last Saturday, the Pacific scored a single run.
Softball team snapped a threeFreshman Cindy Ball fin goals, 1 assist) which tied the
game losing skid and opened ished strong for the Tigers on score 2-2. In the second quarter
home season play with a two- the mound, recording two senior Steve Cabral (2 goals)
game sweep over California at strikeouts late in the game, scored off a pass from Lumely
Bill Simoni Field.
improving her record to 2-2 on to give the Tigers a lead that
In the first game of the the season. She allowed only didn't last long as Hayward
weekend series, California one run, while scattering five was able to answer back and
tie the score again.
took an early 1-0 lead. Senior hits.
Sophomore Robbie Adams
Michelle Cordes came through
The Pacific Softball team did
in the third inning with an RBI not allow even a single run ripped a shot in and then Lum
single, to tie the game at 1-1. during a two game series vs. added his second goal, which
The game remained tied for St. Mary's 7-0 and 8-0 last gave Pacific a 5-4 lead at the
half.
the remainder of regulation Sunday, Feb. 28.
In the second half the
play, and for the fourth time
During the first game, the
this season the Tigers (7-4) St. Mary's held the Tigers to defense of senior Roy
were forced into extra innings. two scoreless innings before Ravenera and junior Jimmy
With the bases loaded and Pacific sophomore Adrienne Morris shut down Hayward.
only one out, freshman Cindy Ratajczak connected with a Sophomore goalie Joel Coif (12
There's a whole world
Ball hit a fielder's choice to three-run homer in the top of saves) allowed only one more
out there.
score Adrienne Ratajczak for the third inning. Pacific rallied goal and senior Ryan Pinkham
Explore
it with Contiki
the game winning run.
on in the third and added one stepped in to defense as the
Senior Brandee McArthur more run.
team found themselves shortimproved to 2-2 on the season,
Pacific went on to score two
A/vt<(.
allowing only one run off of more runs in the fifth and one
Gregory Vietz
four hits and striking out four. in the seventh to defeat St.
Owner
London $184
"It is great to come back Mary's with a 7-0 score.
HEORY'S
Madrid
$280
after last week's disappointing McArthur again improved her
COCKTAILS
losses at Las Vegas," Tiger record to 3-2 on the season.
Vienna
$310
Where You Can Throw Your Nuts on the Floor
head coach Brian Kolze said.
Pacfic came out super
Paris
$232
"We had great pitching and charged in the second , game, Stockton's Best Kept Secret
f
t<* fram *»* &«*<*»**
oo
defense, which helped us to scoring five runs in the first
* AT ***>»**«
4a
ux«t
tart
win."
m*
Tues: $1 tequilla shots
ir» vtHtf
«*
inning, coming off a double by
art
During the second game Ratajczak and a triple by Kelly
*PP*F far Our low
* far** *x# Umt u>
Wed: $2 Millers +
against California, the Tigers Lowry. The Tigers went on to
Oa«« forfrt t* a*4*r yer+r
South Park
jumped out to an early 2-0 score two more runs in the sec
at 10:00 PM
lead. In the top of the third ond inning and one run in the
Council Travel
inning, sophomore Erica fifth inning handing the Gaels
CtEfc Council t»
Thurs: $1 Bud's
Reynolds launched a double another embarrassing loss, 8that scored two runs putting 0. Tiger pitcher Liz Niadna
Party on the Weekends!!
the Tigers up 2-0.
improved her season record to
I -800-2Council
The score remained the 2-0.
(209) 941-4272

Bears and Gaels fall

T

1328 E. Harding Way • Stockton, CA 95205
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Hand nit Apple
Smoked Bacon

Now Serving

Fresh Pacific Red ScupP
JPish and Chip*
Now Serving

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

Salads
Fresh Squeezed Lemons*
MilkShakes
Made with Re*1
Ice Cream

"STOCKTON'S BE^
FAST FOOD CAE
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Continued from page 20
probably need to shoot well
from the outside and keep
their big men out of foul trou
ble to wire
"We're not going to stop
Gosa but we have to maintain
him," Thomason said during
Monday's conference call
with Big West media. "It does
n't give us as many options.
"We're going to have to
stay out of foul trouble and be
smart and we're going to have
to have the game of our life."
What's worse for UOP is
that die frontline could be
extremely thin if 6-9 Mike
Preston's recurring foot prob
lems hold him out (his status
is questionable). Forwards
Barry Marvel (heel) and Mike
Hahn (foot) are already out for

the season with stress fractures.
The UOP-New Mexico
State winner will face the win
ner of UCSB-Utah State on
Friday in the semifinals.
Saturday's
championship
game will air live on ESPN at
9-30 p.m.
"We'll have to be at the top
erf our game if we expect to
beat Pacific," said Henson.
"That's a tough team to
defend. Definitely, Pacific can
create problems for us
Pacific lost 66-61 at New
Mexico State this season after
being up 32-22 at halftone. The
Aggies are 2-0 all-time against
Pacific in the Big West
Tournament.
All of Pacific's Big West
Tournament games can be
heard live on KJAX 1280 AM
in Stockton.

Cool: Cheering the women's
hoop squad to their come-from
behind win vs. Boise State last
Thursday.
Uncool: Students that left at
halftime.
Cool: Darrell Dilmore's par
ents come all the way out to
UOP from Florida to watch
him play volleyball.
Uncool: Dilmore was side
lined with a shoulder injury
and couldn't play.
The Beat Down List
1. UOP Students: If you say
you're going to show up then
at least try to be there. That's
like me putting my hair on the

line and then renegging on|
shaving my head when 500
students show up.
2. Halftime frontrunners:
Hey, why would you leave at
halftime of a close game? UOP
was up 32-28 at the half of last
Thursday's hoop game when
droves of students took off. The
point of the hair buzz was to
root for our Tigers, jackasses!
3. Long Beach State Men's
Volleyball team: They came in
with no respect for UOP volley
ball and they left with a beating
they will not soon forget.
Respect this, you 49er punks!
You bet they do now.

Big West.

I from page 20
No. 10 USC last
ig and No. 3 Long
State 3-0 on Saturday
In less than 24 hours
; able to re-establish
rives as a tough team to
S'ice work, fellas, espeigainst USC who were
' game to none before
»k foe next three.
area sweep
softball is really on a
foey pulled off the
cedented Bay Area
beating Cal and St.

Mary's last weekend in doubleheaders and Stanford in one
game two weeks ago. A pair of
shutouts vs. the Gaels (7-0 and
8-0) and twin 2-1 wins over Cal
gave the Tigers a 19-2 scoring
edge in the four games.
Gut check time
Gut check for men's basket
ball: Can they play to their
potential in Reno this weekend
and challenge as a sleeper
pick? Depends on which team
shows up. The confident home
version or the reluctant road
team.
Gut check for women's bas
ketball: Can they get past the

Wednesday, March 3

"en's BBall

i

12:00 p.m. PST

UC Irvine
Long Beach St.

1

•hesda
ay night at 8:30
7* 'gers played No. 2
l|tv
opening round of

Saturday, March 6

North Texas

from page 20
Dolinda
Meeker
a career high 16 points
°f-14 free throw shoot-

73-69 triumph over
®e3<fo State, Ho recordPofote, eight rebounds
«ht assists. The Tigers
* late run on the heels of
•d Eden Palario's three*"> to beat Boise.
' Ogees' four-game winto cap the regular
J1 gtves them a 14-12
Coverall, and ties a proconference winN*ntage at .667 at 10-

first round of the Big West
Tournament?
No walking
UOP men's hoop squad will
have no walk in the park if they
want to win the Big West
Tournament and dance in
March. No Barry Marvel, no
Mike Hahn. Out of the seven
other teams, they've lost to
each team except for Idaho and
Utah State at least once (and
UCSB twice). On the flip side,
this may be a wide open tour
nament and any team may
have a shot to win the big
enchilada.
Cool and Uncool

•2:30 p.m. PST

Boise State
UC Santa Bara
f I

6:00 p.m. PST
Martha Yarbrough
the Big West Tournament in
Reno, however the score was
unavailable at press time.
Check The Pacifican website
(www.thepacifican.com) for
Wednesday's score.

Nevada

•8:30 p

Pacific

approximate start tima
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Men's Volleyball

Upsets send MPSF
foes home angry
"This was the best weekend
for UOP men's volleyball in our
brief history," said Wortmann.
Call it a miracle.
"To win against two teams in
Or give credit to the mem the top ten, to beat the third in
bers of Pacific. The players who three games, was really big. The
dove, blocked and killed their initial reaction was quite
way to two heroic victories last euphoric."
weekend.
USC and Long Beach arrived
Friday night Spanos center on campus favored to leave tri
came alive as fans rose to their umphant with both teams hold
feet to watch UOP battle ing impressive rankings. USC
University
of
Southern was second in the Pacific
California into a four-game win Division and No. 10 in the
with final results of 9-15,16-14, nation. Long Beach State was
15-12, 15-11. The fans returned first in the division, No. 3 in the
Saturday afternoon hopeful nation and holding an unde
that the momentum would con feated season.
tinue against long-time rival
UOP entered the weekend
Long Beach State. They were much lower, at fifth in the divi
not disappointed.
sion, No. 14 in the nation and
Pacific put on a beautiful with bruised confidence after
showing of volleyball beating a road losses to Pepperdine and
top-ranked team in three games Loyola
Marymount.
(15-12, 15-11, 15-12) to the Apparently it was time for the
delight of die-hard fans and Hgers to shine again.
head coach Joe Wortmann.
See Volleyball, page 17
EMILY DAVIDSON
Staff Writer

Tim Gerlach pumps up after big upsets over LBSU and USC.

Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

UOP hopes No. 3
seed is lucky in Reno
C. COLTON
Sports Editor
After two years in a row with
a No. 1 seed, Pacific steps foot in
Reno today with an unfamiliar
tag. A No. 3 seed from the West
Division and a longshot to win
the Big West Tournament.
Couple that with weekend
losses on the road at Boise State
(65-51) and Long Beach State
(83-75) and the Tigers (14-12
overall, 9-7 Big West) are a
bonafide underdog.
New Mexico State (20-9,12-4
Big West), the No. 2 seed from
the East Division will attempt to
play the favorite in today's Big
West Tournament first round
game at approximately 2:30

p.m. from Lawlor Events
Center.
"Our team is specially built
around two people," New
Mexico State head coach Lou
Henson said in a conference call
on Monday. "We've got a very
good point guard in Billy Keys
and we have an excellent inside
player in Charles Gosa."
Gosa, was announced to the
Big West All-Conference first
team on Tuesday. Gosa averages
15.1 points a game, 8.3 rebounds
per game (tops in Big West), he
is the conference field goal per
centage leader at .625 and his 41
blocked shots are best in the Big
West. At 6-foot-9 200 pounds he
is no joke.
Keys distributes the ball well

right for
JOSH MONTERO

NMSU's Charles Gosa

(4.7 assists) and makes the
Aggies offense go. NMSU is
solid on defense too holding
opponents to 63.8 points per
game.
Senior
forward
Jason
Williams, also named to the first
team All-Big West will get Gosa
for his defensive assignment.
Williams will need to play his
best defense and he'll also need
to be a force inside. Pacific will
See Big West, page 19

Big wins over Boise State
and Long Beach State at
home have the Tigers as the
No. 3 seed in the West for
this weekend's Big West
Conference Tournament.
Selena Ho averagedl7.0
points, 5.0 rebounds and 4.0
assists in the Tigers' two vic
tories. She had 20 points on
8-for-17 shooting, including
3-for-7 from three-point
range, in a 58-53 win over
Tuesday Ho was voted
g
West
Conference
Freshman of the Year.

S CORI

C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Piece in effect
Despite a recori
(358) of students sho
last Thursday's won
game, I managed tc
hairpiece in full effi
challenge I stated th;
500 students so don'i
shave half my head
or anything else. 1
think I was lied to t
number of people
they would attend <
quently no-showed.
Less than 24 hour
Two huge wins be
UOP men's volley
See, Come

ime jt

t no head
took place, the Tige
aged to draw the
crowd ever to watch
game in the hh
women's hoops at t
1,106 fans in att<!
of her own
Saturday's game
last home game an<'
Tigers had to win
shot at the No- 2 g VYCov xv*~- .•
The game was
fought, forty
that saw the Tig
as 73-69 victors,
victors- T\
n*
c...
<rnt itit do*
freshmen
got
d

